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SUMMARY

A number of weak conductive indications were located. Although none 
are attractive at this stage, BOM additional detailed EM work could change 
their rating, but this work must be done on ice* Geological reconnaissance 
is warranted.

IHTRCmJCTIOH

Fourteen Tee Group claims were recorded on October 89, 1964* and are 
numbered MR403B3 to MR40396. They are 100* Coainoo owned. The claims are 
located at Deratnay Lake, in Sothman Township, 43 Miles south of timmins.

OBOLOOY

The property is underlain by acid volcanics, ae shown by the geological 
map of Sothman Township. Bone outcrops exist and overburden is believed to 
be moderate in thickness.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVBY

The survey was Made with an ABEM Minigun, a horizontal loop electro 
magnetic unit with a frequency of 8020 c.p.s. and a ooil spacing of 800 feet.

Two grids were out and surveyed. 

Northerly Grids

A total of 3*8 line-Biles of picket linea was surveyed. SOB* conductive 
indications were obtained, but they are of only secondary interest.

1) Line SB at 8+008:

A conductor was located beneath a email lake. The conductor 
resembles the response from horlsontal conductive overburden, except 
that the effect is restricted to a rather localised area.

A second possibility As that the conductor is sub-parallel to 
the picket line. Some extra lines along an easterly bearing would 
probably resolve the ambiguity.

Poor conductivity indications were noted on Line 32* in three places 
and also on Line 36B.

Southerly Gridt

1) Line 12NW ut 1+SOHEi

Some anomalous readings were noted in the area of the airborne 
EM indication. The indication is weak* but the background is very 
quiet. The indication is not a normal indication usually obtained 
over a steeply dipping body which strikes more or less normal to the 
traverse. Some skew attitude or orientation may be present. Some 
ninor detailed work with lines in another direction would likely 
clarify the situation.



COMCLUSIOKS

1. Six conductive areas have been located. All are either weak or sbow 
relatively poor conductivity. They all appear to be short, in the 
order of about 400 feet long*

2. Bone detailed check work is warranted around the stronger indications, 
to teat for possible better portions.
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